Now – Transparent Labels

LABELMATE

LD-100, LD-100S & LD-200
Heavy-Duty Label Dispensers
Now also dispenses transparent labels
The amazing LD-100 and LD-200 Label Dispensers advance the art of label dispensing with their ability to
dispense virtually any type of label, whether opaque, semi-transparent, or even completely transparent! The
fast loading Models LD-100 and LD-200 accept labels up to 115 mm (4.5”) or 165 mm (6.5”) wide
respectively, and accurately and rapidly advance them for instant picking.
Using LABELMATE’s patented advanced sensor technology, the new dispensers reliably peel your label from
its backing and present it ready to pick. As soon as you pick a label from the Dispenser, the next one is
automatically and instantly advanced. A “HIGH-LOW” Speed Switch plus an adjustable sensor to precisely
match label length and solve any label curling problems further enhance the versatility of these products.
The LD-100S continuously advances labels at the rate you choose and includes an ON-OFF Foot Switch for
production applications. It’s ideal for very small or unusual labels that most dispensers can’t handle.
Using the latest technology, these versatile Label Dispensers work with nearly any kind of label. With any of
the models, you just slide your roll of labels onto the built-in Core Holder. Then thread the label web through
to the take-up spindle and your Label Dispenser is ready for use! Rugged, heavy-gauge steel construction
and precision parts yield products of the highest quality. Designed for all-day, every-day use, these
Dispensers are backed by LABELMATE’s famous 3-Year Parts and Labor Limited Warranty, assuring you
trouble-free performance.

LD-100 / LD-200
MODEL

LD-100S
DESCRIPTION

LABEL WIDTH

LABEL LENGTH

Up to 115-mm
(Up to 4.5”) max.

12 mm (0.5”) to
150 mm (5.8")

ROLL DIA.

LD-100

Automatically advances the next label ready to pick. Fast label loading.
Quick and convenient operation! For transparent or opaque labels.

LD-200

Same features as LD-100, but with wider label capacity.

Up to165-mm
(0,4” to 6.5”)
max.

12 mm (0.5”) to
150 mm (5.8")

LD-100S

Label Dispenser with continuously variable speed control and foot switch.
Ideal for production lines and very small or long labels.

Up to 115-mm
(4.5”) max.

Not limited

Core I.D.
38- to 76mm
(1.5” to 3”)

LD-FLANGES

Optional aluminum Flange Plates suggested for use with narrow labels
that may have a tendency to telescope or fall off the core when placed on
the Label Dispenser. Set of 2 Flanges for LD-100, LD-100S, or LD-200.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Optional Label Counter for LD-100 & LD-200. (Factory installed)

N/A

N/A

N/A

LDC-1

220-mm
(8.6”) max.

Size: HxWxD Approximately 229x305x229-mm (9x12x9-inches).
Shipping Weight: Approximately 6.4- to 6.8-kg (14- to 15-lbs).

Power: 230-vac 50-Hz. 40-va. 120-vac 60-Hz power supply is also available at the same price.
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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